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A LONG PROCESS

The Canonisation in Rome of Mary MacKillop on October 17 will bring

to a close a process that, in some sense, had its beginning over one
hundred years ago. Australians do not readily imagine that there has
been a saint in the land, but when Mother Mary died in North Sydney
on 8 August in 1909 people behaved in a way that has rarely been seen
before or since in this country. They touched her body with rosaries, holy
pictures, and other pious objects, and after her interment they took home
little scoops of earth from around her grave. This was not because a great
educator and a tireless social worker had passed away, but because they
wanted a relic of someone who had lived in close union with God. That is
the heart of sainthood, not achievements or miracles.
The Archbishop of Sydney Cardinal Moran, who visited Mary a few days
before she died, commented that he had assisted at the death bed of a
saint. At her funeral the Cardinal, a man known for discretion, said that he
thought she could ultimately be canonised. Five years later Mary's body
was transferred from the Gore HI cemetery to the chapel of her convent
in North Sydney, and her tomb there has been a centre of prayerful
devotion ever since, Three popes have knelt in prayer before it,
In the course of the centuries the Church recognised the need to temper
enthusiasm about saints with proven facts. She now submits claims of
miracles or of heroic sanctity or martyrdom to stringent testing in order

THE
BEGINNING
OF THE
FORMAL
PROCESS
The first formal step on the
road to Mary's Canonisation
was taken in Sydney in 1925
when Archbishop Kelly set
up a tribunal of investigation.
Many hundreds of letters and other relevant documents were collected,
and the judgment of theological censors about them was recorded.
Testimonials came in from citizens, lay and ecclesiastic. During the
years 1926-1928 witnesses who could remember anything about Mary
were questioned under oath, and all the results were carefully registered,
But the procedure was suspended in 1931 when an important document
could not be found in the Roman archives.
Twenty years later the new Archbishop of Sydney, Cardinal Norman
Thomas Gilroy, took effective steps to procure the missing document and
he reconstituted the tribunal. Sessions were held to interview witnesses
in Sydney, Brisbane and Adelaide over the years 1951-1961. A report of
all the material gathered was sent to Rome and on 1 February 1973 Pope
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On 13 June 1992 Pope John Paul II, relying on the judgment of a panel
of experts who had studied the Positio, proclaimed that Mary's virtue had
indeed been heroic, and that she was entitled henceforth to be called
Venerable.
The heroic element in a life of virtue is established by evidence that the
person has accepted trials and reverses, frequently in the form of insults,
slander and other injustices, in the spirit of Jesus Christ. There should be
no moral collapse under pressure, En the case of Mary MacKillop's virtue,
Cardinal Gilroy had this to say: 'The more we consider the accusations
against her, the deeper becomes the certainty that everything was

stages, it was promulgated by Pope John Paul II at a special audience
on 6 July 1993. This cleared the way for Mary's Beatification, which was
celebrated by the Pope at the Randwick Racecourse on 19 January
1995. Beatification entails the use of the title `Blessed', and it permits
particular groups of the faithful to honour the 'Blessed' liturgically.
Accordingly, since 1995 a Mass in honour of Blessed Mary of the Cross
has been celebrated on 8 August each year throughout Australia and in
some other countries.
The second miracle involved the cure of a 49 year-old woman who was
diagnosed with an aggressive tumour in her right lung and others in her

"Dear Brothers and Sisters. We are celebrating an extraordinary event r. n the life of the Church in this land: the beatification of Mother Mary MacKillop, the first
Australian formally declared to be among the Blessed in heaven. I rejoi with all of you: with Cardinal Clancy and my brother bishops, with the priests, religious,
all of you, lay men and women, families, young people and children, w lo offer a radiant and authentic sign of the Church's vitality. I give thanks to God for being
able to celebrate this Beatification right here on Australian soil."
With these words Pope John Paul II began his homily in the unforgettable Mass of the Beatification of Mary Ma1 Killop at the Randwick Racecourse in Sydney on 19 January 1995. Fifteen years have passed since then and now the Church in Australia and
around the world prepares for an even more memorable event: the Canonisation of Blessed Mary in St Peter's Sq /are in the Vatican on 17 October 2010.

to ensure that they are not based on irrelevant or superficial grounds.
People with fine reputations for assisting the needy may fall short of the
heroic virtue required of those who are to be given the status of saints.
Only after a very careful scrutiny may a person share the honours of the
altar with Peter and Paul and the rest of the saints.
When it is clear that there really is a persistent reputation for sanctity, a
call goes out for anything coming from the pen of the proposed saint, and
for any other documents of interest. A tribunal must be satisfied that there
has been no premature cult of a person not yet beatified or canonised.
This refers to the illicit introduction of names into liturgical texts. There
is no problem with such things as putting flowers on graves. That is a
human instinct.

Pope Benedict XVI leads a ceremony at the Vatican where he
announced the October 17 canonisation ceremony for six new saints,
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Paul VI, who had prayed at Mother Mary's tomb on his visit to Sydney in
1970, decreed that the cause of Beatification and Canonisation could be
formally introduced.
The papal document said, nonetheless, that there seemed to be room
for further research to throw light on some obscurities in the story. The
research was undertaken by Fr Aldo Rebesohini, a Melbourne priest who
was then secretary to Cardinal James Knox in Rome. With the Cardinal's
encouragement he undertook to search out material in various archives,
especially that of the Congregation De Propaganda Fide, but also in the
Irish College and Scots College in Rome. Further material came to Eight
in Great Britain and Ireland. His years of meticulous labour proved to be
of vital importance.

PREPARATION OF THE 'POSITIO'
But someone would have to be found to put all the documentation of the
cause into a single document, known as the Positio, to be presented to
the Holy See. In 1983 the Sisters of St Joseph asked my Jesuit Superior,
Father Paul Duffy, to allow me to go to Rome to undertake this task.
Shortly after my arrival there I was appointed Postulator of the Cause,
which meant that I was responsible for handling it on behalf of the Sisters.
A Postulator collaborates with the Relator, the official of the Holy See
who supervises the process. The adversarial notion implied by the term
'devil's advocate' does not now enter into the relationship.
Under the guidance of the Relator, Fr Peter Gumpel SJ, a German Jesuit,
the Positio was put together in Rome between 1984 and 1989, The
document, whose full title is Positio super virtutibus, a sort of position
paper on the life and virtues of the person, was presented to the Holy
See in 1989, Finally, after much more labour the Positio was ready to be
judged in the Congregation for the Causes of the Saints in 1991.

prepared by the sweet and merciful goodness of God, who so willed to
prove more luminously the merits and virtues of his most faithful spouse
and servant."

MIRACLES
Two miracles had now to be sought, one before Beatification and the
other before canonisation. These usually concern someone's recovery
from a critical physical illness, and the scrutiny of them is exacting.
When a case is submitted, first a diocesan tribunal investigates the
diagnosis, prognosis, therapy and details of the recovery. Then a Positio
constructed from its findings is examined in Rome by a 'medico-legal'
board to establish that proper procedure has been followed. Finally the
case is passed to a team of five medical specialists, the Consulta Medlea.

glands, with secondaries in the brain. The tumours were inoperable and
chemo and radiotherapy were considered pointless, She was given only
a few months to live. A friend then gave her a picture of Blessed Mary
and a piece of her- clothing, prompting the woman and her family, her
parish and many others to pray to Mary for a miracle. The woman began
to improve and ten months after the initial diagnosis she was told there
was no sign of cancer, only some scarring where the tumours had been.
This miracle passed a similar series of scrutinies and was promulgated
by Pepe Benedict XVI on 19 December 2009. This was followed by the
announcement on 19 February 2010 that Blessed Mary of the Cross
MacKillop would be canonised on October 17 of this year.

The Church is not constrained by any definition of miracles. She makes
the rules for Canonisation and she could change them or abandon the
miracle requirement altogether. At the present time what is sought is
something that is a satisfactory sign of God's endorsement of the human
judgment of the sanctity of the person under investigation.
The members of the Consuita Medico are not asked, "Was this a
miracle?", but whether they can explain the patient's history in the light
of contemporary scientific knowledge. If they find themselves unable to
do this, that is that they can find no natural explanation for the cure, their
role is concluded. The case then passes to a team of theologians who
examine how the intercession of the Servant of God has been invoked.
Finally a committee of cardinals and bishops reviews the whole case
before it is submitted to the Pope.
The first miracle attributed to Mary I'VlacKillop involved the cure in 1961
of a woman with terminal leukaemia. When it had passed through all the

Pope Benedict XVI speaks with Sr Anne Derwin of the Sisters of
Saint Joseph - Mary MacKillop Place 17 July 2008.

THE
CANONISATION
CEREMONY
What is to be expected in the Canonisation
ceremony? St Peter's Basilica in the Vatican is
the normal place for solemn ceremonies, but
in the light of former practice, given the season
of the year and the enormous crowd that will
gather for six saints to be proclaimed, it is likely that this ceremony will
be held in the vast square outside the Basilica. We may look forward to
a magnificent and colourful celebration of Mass, with words and music
coming to us through a fine public address system and from television
screens situated throughout the square. Conspicuous along the facade
of the Basilica will be portraits of the six people to be canonised, at first
veiled, and then uncovered when they have been formally added to the
catalogue of saints.
Pope Benedict will be the principal celebrant of the Mass during which he
will give a homily and make his solemn pronouncements. The following is
an example of the words we have been waiting so long to hear:
For the honour of the holy and undivided Trinity, for the exaltation
of the Catholic faith, and the increase of the Christian life, by the
authority of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Blessed Apostles Peter and
Paul, and our authority, after mature consideration and having often
sought divine help and the counsel of many of our brother bishops,
we discern and define that Blessed Mary of the Cross MacKillop is a
saint and we inscribe her in the catalogue of saints, establishing that
she is to be honoured with pious devotion in the universal Church, in
the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit.
This will be an emotional moment for many Australians, especially those
who recall how "the stone the builders rejected became the cornerstone" (Lk 20:17), and that "they who sow in tears shall reap with shouts
of joy" (Ps 126:5). Perhaps it will be most moving of all for those who
can evoke in imagination a picture of a lonely young woman in a black
dress crossing that same square one hundred and thirty-six years ago.
Naturally timid, and with little knowledge of the local language, unknown
to any of those around her and of no significance to anybody, she was
determined on the mission she knew God wished her to fulfil.
Mary often crossed that piazza in 1873 and 1874 as she went in to pray
in St Peter's for her newly founded Josephite Institute and her friends
in Australia. On the special occasions when she was on her way to an
audience with Pope Pius IX, who was very encouraging, she wore a
religious habit, in spite of the fact that in the political atmosphere of the
time it could be dangerous to do that in Rome. There she is now on the
facade of that same St Peter's, the lowly one exalted "to be honoured in
the universal Church".

SAINTS AND THE GLORY OF

GOD
Saint Paul regularly referred to all the faithful as 'saints', but he knew
as well as we do that not all the baptised are fit to be canonised. There
are people who appeal to this scriptural usage of 'saint' to object to the
Church's practice of naming saints, even saying that honouring saints
detracts from the honour due to God. The fact is that it is the glory of
God that is being proclaimed. The Church addresses God in one of her
Prefaces: "You are glorified in your saints, for their glory is the crowning
of your gifts" (Preface I of the Saints).
Long before that prayer was composed the Bible had been there, with
its psalms full of praise for the glory of God, "Ring out your joy to God
our strength, sing praises to the God of Jacob!" urges Psalm 80 (81),
and Psalm 150: "Praise the Lord! Praise God in his temple! Praise his
strength in Heaven! Praise him for the mighty things he has done!"
What are these mighty things? It was certainly a mighty thing to create
the universe, the astounding cosmos, 'God's book' that reveals more and
more mysteries to astronomers, astrophysicists and micro-biologists.
Nature is indeed worthy of all praise, as the Church proclaims in the long
"Canticle of the Three Young Men" at her Morning Prayer: "Praise the
Lord, all creation! Sing his praise and honour him forever!"

a Casey RS.J,"
Tintricher, Australia's ambassador to the Holy See\ with Sr
speaks to the media in front of St Peter's Basilica, 19febuary 010, after Pope
Benedict XVI announced that Australia will have its first canorised saint.

But surely God's mightiest work is the sharing of his divine life with our
human race through the Incarnation, death, and Resurrection of our
Saviour. This victory of God's grace among us sinful mortals clearly
surpasses in grandeur everything he created as a prelude to this
Christ mystery. The Second Vatican Council says: "In the lives of those
who shared in our humanity and yet were transformed into especially
successful images of Christ, God vividly manifests to men his presence
and his face" (Dogm. Const. Lumen gentium, 50).

The intercession of the saints has always been a precious element in the
life of the Church. On the walls of the catacombs in Rome you can still
read graffiti like "Peter and Paul, pray for us!" Those who scratched these
appeals to the martyrs, and later to other holy people, believed, as we do,
that for the departed "life is changed, not ended" (Preface I of Christian
Death). Our friends, united with us in Christ, can still help us by prayer.
"Our companionship with the saints," says Vatican II, "joins us to Christ,
from whom issues the life of God's People" (Lumen gentium 50).

REACTION TO THE
CANONISATION
The media treatment of the December 2009 and February 2010 news
about the miracle and the announcement of the Canonisation was
on the whole favourable. So it seems that there is genuine interest in
Mary among many of Australia's non-Catholic population. But there
will be critics, and we should make efforts to see that those of good
will among them are helped to enjoy a better-informed exercise of
their freedom of speech.
Reaction to the Canonisation will of course differ according to the
attitudes people bring to it. The graces referred to by the Pope as
"the increase of the Christian life" will vary with the needs and the
dispositions of those to whom they are offered. The reflections of
those who react negatively to anything Catholic will not come as a
surprise to those who remember that Mary's Catholic father had to
bear with taunts like "Down with the rabble and no surrender!' in this
same country of ours.

Be that as it may, the intercession of a saint could help even the most
hostile people. As far as we know, the word 'ecumenism' was rarely
heard in Mary MacKillop's time, but she was full of its spirit. She knew
that "God wishes all men to be saved and to come to the knowledge
of the truth" (1 Tim 2:4).
World Youth Day pilgrims pray at the tomb of Blessed Mary MacKillop. 1
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MARY'S VIRTUES
People of good will can be helped by simply reflecting on the way Mary
looked on life and treated the people around her. When my book Mary
tviacKillop was launched by Senator Bronwyn Bishop in 1993, people
said it seemed incongruous to have a politician presenting a book
about a saint. My comment was that Mary MacKillop always spoke
her mind clearly and firmly, even when it was her duty to disagree
with people of high rank like bishops, but she always did so in good
English and without a trace of disrespect for her adversary, It seemed
to me that if politicians were to state their views and their reasons
clearly in good English, with any embellishments available to them in
their store of rhetoric, but without descending to personal abuse or
vulgarity, it would be a good example for all of us Australians, and we
might as a bonus possibly be better governed.
That example did not draw directly on religious faith, but those with
open minds are invited to see much more than natural goodness and
decency in Mary MacKillop. It is true that philanthropy and social
concern are not uncommon, and that their practitioners at times make
the point that they do not need religious motives for their goodness.
But if they cared to look for the source of Mary IvilacKillop's goodness,
they would find that her spirit of faith imbued her relationship with
her fellow humans with a different quality altogether. She believed
on the word of Christ that every person, no matter how apparently
unprepossessing, has the dignity of being destined to share God's
divine life, to "partake in the divine nature" (2 Pet 1:4), Mary was
therefore, in a sense, in awe of everyone she helped.
When those who knew her best were asked what it was about her
that they remembered most vividly, each replied without hesitation,
"her kindness." They did not mean the kindness of a multi-millionaire
giving a million dollars to 'charity', or even the kindness of a member
of an Institute that helped people in their troubles. They meant Mary's
kindness in her personal dealings with everybody she met It came
from the heart, and hearts are very personal.
People of Christian faith are reminded by Mary's life that they have
an inexhaustible source of inspiration in the truths revealed by
Christ. The Spirit can lead them through her example, as he has led
others inspired by saints in the past, to a dimension of life they did
not suspect could exist. The young Jewish atheist Edith Stein was
inspired by reading the Life of Teresa of Avila to a love of Jesus Christ
that led her to become the Carmelite virgin and martyr St Teresa
Benedicta of the Cross.
It is not for her achievements that Mary MacKillop is to be canonised.
It will be because she heard the word of God and kept it (cf. Lk 11:28).
The motive of her life was the love of Jesus Christ, a mystery she
never tired of celebrating in the sacrifice of the Eucharist. His will was
her will. This was indicated in the opening words of the papal decree
that opened the way for her Canonisation. They were a citation from
one of her letters: "To me the will of God is a dear book which I am
never tired of reading, which has always some new charm for me. I
cannot tell you what a beautiful thing the will of God seems to me."
Prayer was, in a sense, Mary's normal state. After her few days at the
shrine of the Sacred Heart of Jesus at Paray-le-Monial, she described
herself as a contemplative called by God to a life of activity. It is true
that her life was for the most part an active one, but in her last years of
inactivity, paralysed in a wheelchair, she was not a retired saint. She
was a saint at her best, because the soul of sainthood was alive in
her T she was embracing God's will in very stressful circumstances.
In one of her last letters she wrote: "My sufferings are increasing
gradually: the nerves are giving me a great deal of trouble, I scarcely
know any rest from them now at all. It is just seven years since the
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hand of God was laid so heavily upon me, and I often wonder how
long more I shall be left in this weary world, but a thousand times
welcome be his most holy will."
At the tribunal in 1951 a priest spoke of the faith that issued in this
love: "My first impression was that she was wrapped up in God. As
far as a human being could, she was in union with God. Each time I
met her I was more impressed... an extraordinary person, so different
from other people. Most spiritual person I had ever met.... Her union
with God was continuous. Her life was one prayer.'
Mary loved the Lord God with her whole heart, soul, strength, and
mind, the first and greatest Commandment (cf. Mt 2237), and this
was why she observed the second, "like to the first", and truly loved
her neighbour,
There are three characteristics of this saint we should pray to be able
to imitate: her faith, her endurance of the Cross, and her kindness.

CONCLUSION
At World Youth Day in 2008 Pope Benedict reminded us: 'One of
the most outstanding figures in this country's history is Blessed Mary
MacKillop. Her perseverance and her practical example of holiness
become a source of inspiration for all Australians."
This relevance of Mary MacKillop for Australia is summed up in the
Preface of the Saints: "In their lives on earth you give us an example,
in our communion with them you give us their friendship, in their
prayer for the Church you give us strength and protection. This great
company of witnesses spurs us on to victory,"
It is greatly to be hoped that Mary's Canonisation will spur many
Australians on to victory in the pursuit of holiness,

CILi,ESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
1. As this article makes clear, the process of declaring someone a
saint is long and demanding. Why do you think this is?
2. What is the importance of miracles in the process of Canonisation?
3. What aspect of Mary's life and work do you find most impressive?
4. What do you think it will mean for the Church in this country and
for Australians generally to have an Australian canonised saint?

Fr Paul Gardiner SJ was the Postulator of Mary MacKillop's
cause of Canonisation from 1984 to 2008. He is currently Chaplain of
the Mary MacKillop Centre in Pinola, SA.
Photo Credits: CNS 2010
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